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SUMMARY
Human brain is considered the most complicated and developed one among all the mammals living in the world.
Physicist Sir Roger Penrose said "If you look at the entire physical cosmos, our brains are a tiny, tiny part of it. But
they're the most perfectly organized part. Compared to the complexity of a brain, a galaxy is just an inert lump."
Hence naturally it is considered an active research area. With the emergence of functional magnetic resonance
imaging the research to detect unique pattern of brain activation and comprehend important meaning out of that got
momentum. As part of this paper I propose a modified and a new methods to improve the accuracy of predictive
modelling to predict cognitive state of human brain created earlier.

Keywords :Scientific data analysis, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging, high dimensional data, feature
selection, Adaboost classifier, Support Vector Machine, nearest neighbor, brain image analysis .
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1. Introduction

Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) is a newer three dimensional radiation free safe brain imaging
technique that takes high spatial resolution image of the brain. The large volume data collected from the entire brain
using this method help detect neural activity in the brain with the help of proper data analysis technique. As part of a
recent research work fMRI data was collected from different subjects after showing them interleaved pictures and
sentences in single time frame. Afterwards machine learning technique was used on that fMRI to do fairly accurate
prediction on the cognitive state of the target subject. This paper summarizes the lessons learned about improving
the machine learning methods applied to train classifiers in such settings.
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2. Problem Definition

This paper tries to resolve the problem of classifying high dimensional, noisy fMRI data with modified and new
methods with better accuracy.

2.1 Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI)

Brain imaging has recently caught the attention of researchers as it has the enormous power to explore the inner
working pattern of the human brain.it has application in numerous fields such as psychology, political science and
neuroscience. It has mainly two variants 1) Structural brain imaging and 2) Functional brain imaging. Structural
brain imaging mainly deals with the structural aspect of the brain such as injury and diseases. It has few variants
such as computed axial tomography (CAT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography
(PET).However functional brain imaging is mainly dynamic in nature and is good for capturing cognitive processes.
Variants of this are positron emission tomography (PET), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetoencephalography (MEG).Although all types of brain imaging has their
own usage functional magnetic resonance imaging is most widely used out of those because it strikes a nice balance
nice balance among high quality spatial resolution, temporal resolution and invasiveness. Also this technique is
incredibly user friendly.

The MRI scanner uses a highly powerful electro-magnet which is typically 50000 times stronger than the Earth’s
magnetic field. Under this highly powerful magnetic field minuscule magnetic signals from each nuclei sums up to
create a measurable signal.fMRI process detects magnetic signal from hydrogen nuclei in water. Since fluid amount
and density varies between gray matter, white matter and cerebrospinal fluid hence the signal from hydrogen nuclei
also varies. (Lindquist, Martin (2014) Introduction to fMRI from https://class.coursera.org/fmri-001/lecture)

Hemoglobin in the blood carries oxygen, and hence when certain part in the brain gets active that requires more
blood. However oxygenated hemoglobin is diamagnetic but deoxygenated hemoglobin is paramagnetic. (Mitchell et
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al 2004)This certain magnetic property causes a difference in MRI signal if the level of oxygenation is good enough.
This type of MRI is named as blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) imaging. Also the blood flow increase to
a certain part of the brain follows a certain pattern in which after initial decrease (“initial dip”) the blood flow picks
up after 4-6 seconds

An fMRI scanner captures the value of fMRI signal in a three dimensional grid. In the actual research a three
dimensional image was captured in each 1, 1.5 or 0.5 seconds. The smallest unit within this three-dimensional image
are referred as voxels. It is almost a few tens of cubic millimeters in dimension and a general three-dimensional
brain image contains 10000-15000 voxels. These voxels captures fMRI BOLD response during the interval when
blood flow picks up after a stimulation within 4-5 seconds and comes back to baseline another 5-7 seconds.
(Mitchell et al 2004)
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Figure 1: “Typical fMRI data. The top portion of the figure shows fMRI data for a selected set of voxels in the
cortex, from a two-dimensional image plane through the brain. A fifteen second interval of fMRI data is plotted at
each voxel location. The anterior portion of the brain is at the top of the figure, posterior at bottom. The left side of
the brain is shown on the right, according to standard radiological convention. The full three-dimensional brain
image consists of sixteen such image planes. The bottom portion of the figure shows one of these plots in greater
detail.”(Mitchell et al 2004)
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Figure 2: fMRI determines what regions in the brain are active during a certain task. (Lindquist 2008)

Figure 3: fMRI determines how each regions are connected to one another dynamically. (Cribben et al. 2012)
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2.2 Problem Description

The problem hovers around a basic question. If human brain decides its course of action after processing it itself,
then is it possible at least in principle to determine what a person is doing or going to do by measuring inner activity
of his/her brain. The whole idea is not new but it could not be examined in the absence of proper technique to
measure dynamic brain activity. However with the advent of MRI technique it became certainty in practical also.
Although there are two popular methods for doing that but either way both conventional and decoding-based
techniques are based on human neuroimaging.

2.2.1 Conventional approach
Conventional neuroimaging methods try to find a part of the brain that is responsible for a task to determine how a
cognitive state is registered in brain. This is done by capturing activity from many locations in the brain across time
and then analyzing each location for a significant change. If the difference between two mental states is sufficiently
large then that place is considered. However in practice it is very difficult to find such individual locations.

2.2.2 Modern Approach
In comparison to earlier rigid conventional analysis the modern approach increases the sensitivity of neuroimaging
by using the full spatial pattern of brain activity map. This multivariate simultaneous analysis at many locations has
many advantages over univariate approaches that works on one location at a time. Firstly it can aggregate sparse
spatial features and can use it effectively that could have got removed in the pre-processing spatial smoothing in
conventional analysis. Also conventional analysis needs large amount of brain activity sample but during averaging
the details gets lost. However better sensitivity of modern approach fares better in both these measures.

This paper uses the earlier work by Tom Mitchell et al 2004 where they worked on training machine learning
classifiers to automatically decode the subject’s cognitive state at a single time instant or interval. The goal was to
make it possible to detect transient cognitive states. While as part of this paper the existing supervised predictive
classifier algorithm is enhanced so that it uses optimum number of active voxacts while using fMRI data for training
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or test data formation. Also a new solution has been formed which uses optimum number of active region of interest
(ROI) to extract training and test data from fMRI data. This paper also exposes the fMRI data to some new
classifiers and Meta classifier technique such as Adaboosting.

3.

Solution Formulation

3.1 Picture versus sentence study

In this research the data from fMRI study of (Keller, Just, & Stenger, 2001) is used. In that study every subject
faced a series of trial. During those trials subjects were shown a sentence and a picture subsequently. The data
received from this experiment was used to train a classifier to identify whether a subject is seeing a sentence or a
picture during a certain time interval. The pictures that were shown was of simple in nature and comprised of
symbols. Also the sentences were related to those pictures. The sequence of showing the sentence and picture were
also changed, by showing pictures ahead of sentences in half of the cases and vice versa in rest half of the cases.
Each of the stimulus (sentence or picture) was presented for 4 seconds until the subject indicated whether the
sentence correctly describes the picture. After each trial 15 seconds of rest period was given. Hence each trial
continued for close to 27 seconds. Those test pictures comprised of geometrical signs such as +, $ and *.

(Mitchell et al 2004)

Sentences were descriptions about the picture such as “It is true that the plus is below the dollar”. Also half of the
sentences were negative (e.g., “It is not true that the star is above the plus.”) mainly to make sure that subject was
paying proper attention in trial. Rest half of the picture were affirmative sentences. Other than the rest period
between each trial an additional rest period was provided after every 4 trials. Every subject faced altogether 40 trials
and fMRI images were being collected in every 500 msec.The objective was to train a classifier in such a way that it
can predict in a 8 seconds interval of fMRI data whether the subject is watching a sentence or a picture. They tried to
learn a classifier of the following format for each subject.
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f: fMRI-sequence(t0, t0 +8)→{Picture, Sentence}

(Mitchell et al 2004)

t0 is the start time of the stimulus, which is test picture or sentence. So as seen in the image input variable for the
classifier is 8 seconds of fMRI data. Although the stimulus is shown to the subject for only 4 seconds but an 8
seconds interval is needed to capture full brain activity. Since as mentioned in earlier section fMRI bold signal starts
picking up 4-5 seconds after the stimulus. Altogether there were 40 examples per class. As the fMRI was done every
500 msec, so for an 8 seconds interval altogether 16 images were captured. Since there were 10,000 voxels per
subject that result an input feature vector of overwhelming 160,000 features.

3.2 Learning Method
This paper uses following learning method.
f: fMRI-sequence (t1, t2)→Cognitive State

(Mitchell et al 2004)

Here fMRI-sequence (t1, t2) is the sequences of fMRI images that were collected during time duration [t 1, t2],
and cognitive state is corresponding cognitive state for watching sentence or picture. In almost
all the cases a classifier was learned for each subject. The input was nothing but feature vector in the form of voxel
activities. Since there were altogether 160,000 voxels involved proper dimension reduction and feature selection
technique was required for an accurate classification. Some of the methods tried to replace multiple features with
their mean.
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Figure 4: A picture of activation for the z=4 slice of the brain for trial 4, at time 8
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Figure 5: Picture of activation for all slice of the brain for trial 4, at time 8
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3.3 Evaluating results

In this research (Mitchell et al 2004) all the classifiers for different subjects were classified using cross validation.
There are processes that yield 2 classes and the classification result on that can be measured by building a confusion
matrix; however there are cases where more than 2 classes are output. In that case success of the prediction is
measured by the normalized rank of the correct class in the list which is already sorted. This normalized rank error
principle works any number of classes. When a class is predicted properly the normalized rank error is 0 for that and
when the rank is least likely the value is 1.Also random guessing results rank error value as 0.5 irrespective of
number of classes. To make the k-fold cross validation work properly in this process classes are balanced by taking
same number of example per class. This is done for the very nature of fMRI BOLD signal nature, which picks up or
blurs out for several seconds. Hence if starting timestamp is t, an image occurring at time t+1 or t-1 can be largely
correlated with the other image and if included in training set can cause optimistic bias in training data. This
particular bias is removed by removing all images from the training set that occurs within 5 seconds of the test
image that has been held out. In this validation of the experiment in leave one out cross validation the test set will
have one example per class and the entire nearby image that can cause bias are removed from the training set.

3.4 Role of Feature selection

As found in the previous section an interval of 8 seconds creates a feature vector of dimension 160,000 hence that
makes the data very high dimensional in nature. Also the data inherently comes up with noise in it. Hence to make
the data more effective for using in classification, dimension reduction or feature selection technique is required.
Although dimension reduction didn’t result betterment in classification, feature selection was useful.
In the following sections the present feature selection technique and improvement on that will be discussed.

3.4.1 Present Approach
Among the feature selection techniques the widely used technique is to choose those features that discriminate the
target class most accurately. A general approach to learn a classification is to make a list of all features available and
sort them on the basis of how well they can discriminate the target class and then select some of the well performing
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features.

Before deciding the proper feature selection technique we need to know the nature of the data. Unlike typical
boolean class problem this data actually has 3 class associated with it.Two of that are 1 (picture) and 2 (sentence)
and the 3rd one is the rest state, when the subject is put to rest. The main difference of the resting state class with
other 2 classes is there is no signal present in that class unlike other two classes and only background noise is
present there. So one of the alternative feature selections that could be effective was to determine how a feature can
differentiate class 1 and class 2 from rest state or zero signal. This technique grades each feature basing on how
active it was during the class 1 time period or class 2 time period compared to rest interval. This approach actually
ends up choosing voxels that has high signal-to- noise ratio. This whole setting was referred to as “zero signal”
learning setting (Mitchell et al 2004).This type of feature selection has application in other field as well.

Figure 6. “The ‘zero signal’ learning setting. Boolean classification problems in the fMRI domain naturally give
rise to three types of data: data corresponding to the two target classes plus data collected when the subject is in the
‘fixation’ or ‘rest’ condition. We assume the data from class 1 and class 2 are composed of some underlying signal
plus noise, whereas data from the fixation condition contains no relevant signal but only noise. In such settings,
feature selection methods can consider both voxel discriminability (how well the feature distinguishes class 1 from
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class 2), and voxel activity (how well the feature distinguishes class 1 or class 2 from the zero signal
class).”(Mitchell et al 2004)

The target of this feature selection was to reduce the number of voxel to consider and select only a subset from the
training sample and compare that with the corresponding subset from the test sample. Two of the most useful feature
selection methods used were that select voxels basing on their ability to discriminate target classes from one another
and that select voxels basing on their ability to discriminate target classes from the rest condition.

In the first method a classifier was trained for each voxel and the accuracy of the classifiers on a single voxel was
considered its discriminating power and n highest scoring voxel were selected. In the second method for each voxel
and each class a t-test was conducted to test the voxels performance for that class and its performance to the resting
class. Then n voxels were chosen that have got highest t-statistics.

3.5 Improved Approach

In Mitchell et al 2004 selecting n most active voxels were used as most differentiating factor while extracting the
fMRI dataset that can be used to predict cognitive state of human. Other than that selecting n most active voxels per
Region of Interest was also a good factor. In this paper the most successful active voxel selection method has been
improved and a new method has been formulated using earlier selecting n most active voxels per Region of Interest
method.

3.5.1 Selecting n most active voxels 1(Mitchell et al 2004) improvement

In this process from a certain dataset initially n numbers of voxels are selected and 10 fold cross validation is
applied on that dataset. The numbers of voxels are incremented going forward and the accuracy received from later
steps is compared with the accuracy received from earlier state. When for 3 consecutive steps there is no
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improvement in accuracy the process will stop and the minimum number of active voxels that resulted highest
accuracy will be selected.

Algorithm

Step 1: Initialize n=5, where n=number of active voxel
Step 2: Store the accuracy received for that n in array A
Step 3: Increase n by 5, n=n+5
Step 4: Store the accuracy and compare with earlier stored accuracy
Step 5: Repeat step 3, 4 when new accuracy >= old accuracy
Step 6: If new accuracy = old accuracy for 3 cycle return n for highest accuracy

3.5.2 Select mean of n active ROI 1(Mitchell et al 2004) improvement

In this process using selectROIVoxels method the 10 fold cross validated accuracy for every ROI are collected and
stored in an array where ROI name is the index of the array. The array is then sorted in decreasing accuracy. Then
chose top 5 ROIs from the list and using avgROIVoxels method create the dataset. Using 10 fold cross validation
calculate the accuracy and store it. Now successively add 6th, 7th and subsequent ROIs to the avgROIVoxels and
calculate the accuracy and store it. If new accuracy is less than previous accuracy or unchanged for 3 consecutive
cycles return the least number of ROIs.

Algorithm

Step 1: Use selectROIVoxels and store accuracy received from all ROI in array with ROI name as index
Step 2: Sort the array in descending order
Step 3: Select top 5 ROI from array
Step 4: Prepare dataset using avgROIVoxels on initial ROIs
Step 5: Store the accuracy received using 10 fold CV
Step 6: Add next ROI from the list and store accuracy using received using 10 fold CV
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Step 7: Repeat step 6 as long as previous accuracy <= new accuracy
Step 8: If previous accuracy = new accuracy for 3 consecutive loop stop
Step 9: Return list of minimum number of ROI that return highest accuracy.

Also before using the fMRI dataset in classification a supervised resample filtering method has been used on the
datasets. Some of the condition for using that is the original dataset must fit entirely in memory and the dataset must
have a nominal class attribute. The filter can be made to maintain the class distribution in the subsample, or to bias
the class distribution toward a uniform distribution.

4. Solution Evaluation
For this evaluation two types of result have been collected. In Table 1,2,3 and 4 the result of 10 fold cross validation
of a dataset (extracted from fMRI data using different methods) have been enlisted and in table 5,6 and 7 the list of
accuracies have been listed where among 3 datasets one is used as training dataset when other 2 are used as test
datasets.

While evaluating the result as seen between Table 1 and Table 2 the improved method of using optimum number of
active voxacts cause on average 3.25%,1.25%,2.5% improvement in accuracy respectively for dataset 4799,4820
and 4847.The improvement is further enhanced by using supervised resampling filter to 4%,4.5% and 4%
respectively for the dataset 4799,4820 and 4847 from the baseline as seen between table 1 and table 3.However
given that the average accuracy for all baseline dataset already stands at 88% this could be considered a significant
improvement. Also 1.75%, 1.5% and 4.25% improvement in accuracy respectively for datasets 4799, 4820 and 4847
can be seen while using the new active roi based method as seen between table 1 and table 4.

To evaluate the result seen in Table 5, 6 and 7 we can see that the improved activity based method and new ROI
based method improves the base accuracy. For all 6 cases improved activity based method improves it by 5.75%,
8%,-3.25%, 1.5%,-1% and 3% respectively, on average 2.33% increase. The new active ROI based method
improves it by 2.25%, 5.5%, 0.5%, 0%, 4.5% and 4.75% respectively, on average 2.91% increase. Considering the
overall average for all processes is 86.25% the improvement is significant.

Also some additional findings are SMO and logistic regression are better than other classifiers on the high
dimension data. Also as SVM works on the principle of creating a margin in high dimension place the presence of
high dimension doesn’t help its purpose. Another observation is Adaboost works well with tree based weak
classifier SimpleCart, but in case of tree based strong classifier HoeffdingTree the improvement using boosting was
marginal.
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Datasets

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

4799

86

88

88

84

88/84

90/80

4820

92

92

94

86

96/96

88/80

4847

90

88

92

88

90/88

86/78

Table 1: Result of base method using few active voxacts using 10 fold CV.
Adaboost (H) stands for result of HoeffdingTree classifier with and without Adaboost.
Adaboost(S) stands for result of SimpleCart classifier with and without Adaboost.
SVM (Sig) stands for the version with sigmoid kernel.

Datasets

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

4799

90

92

92

86

90/88

86/78

4820

92

92

96

94

94/94

90/78

4847

92

92

96

90

92/92

80/82

Table 2: Result of improved method using optimum number of active voxacts using 10 fold CV.

Datasets

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

4799

94

92

96

82

94/94

90/78

4820

96

92

98

94

96/96

96/92

4847

92

92

96

90

96/96

92/88

Table 3: Result of improved method using optimum number of active voxacts using 10 fold CV
After Supervised Resample Filtering.
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Datasets

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

4799

90

92

92

86

90/88

86/78

4820

94

96

96

94

94/94

90/78

4847

92

100

96

90

92/92

80/82

Table 4: Result of active ROI based method using 10 fold CV
Training

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

Testing

4799

84

92

92

90

90/84

88/74

4820

4799

90

92

86

88

90/90

78/62

4847

4820

92

82

86

84

86/92

90/80

4799

4820

96

88

94

88

96/96

88/82

4847

4847

88

86

86

88

80/80

68/84

4799

4847

96

90

90

92

60/96

92/74

4820

Table 5: Baseline activity based classification result

Training

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

Testing

4799

96

94

96

92

96/96

90/80

4820

4799

96

94

92

92

96/96

94/80

4847

4820

84

86

84

84

84/82

82/80

4799

4820

96

90

96

90

96/96

96/80

4847

4847

80

88

86

86

80/80

68/84

4799

4847

90

92

96

94

90/90

88/74

4820

Table 6: Improved activity based classification result
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Training

Naive Bayes

Logistic

SMO

SVM(Sig)

Adaboost(H)

Adaboost(S)

Testing

4799

92

90

94

94

94/94

88/86

4820

4799

92

92

90

90

96/96

92/88

4847

4820

86

88

88

88

88/86

86/84

4799

4820

86

96

92

90

94/94

94/90

4847

4847

86

88

90

88

88/84

78/82

4799

4847

92

90

94

94

92/89

86/78

4820

Table 7: New ROI Based classification result

5. Conclusion
This paper uses fMRI data that was collected from different subjects. It tries to improve the feature selection method
uses the data more effectively by reducing number of feature variable (voxel) present in the dataset. It does so by
introducing two algorithms to select better dataset using most active voxel and most active ROI. Also it exposes the
dataset to some new set of supervised classifiers such as SMO and tree based classifiers HoeffdingTree and
SimpleCart. It also shows that using a weak classifier with Adaboosting process help get good accuracy from this.
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6. Future work
The availability of ground breaking technique like fMRI has made meaningful inside data of human brain more and
more available for researcher. It has also made this field an active research area and already researches have been
done to share classifiers across spatial and temporal domain and across different types of subject. However unlike as
seen in this paper human thoughts are not always as simple as reading a sentence or a picture and also the aspect of
outside thought crossing the test subject brain at the time of test makes this process more complex. So to make a
process that will not be susceptible to outside thought and will be able to classify real world complex thought should
be a good continuation of this work. Also with the advent of technology the possibility of making portable fMRI
machine that can take the input from a human brain outside test condition is not far-fetched anymore. So a continued
work to better this technology to apply it on subjects outside test condition to thought-read could be hugely useful in
the field of criminology or in any other related fields
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